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Gatekeeping news

Gatekeeping is Ealing Council's weekly newsletter for schools.

The newsletter is distributed on Wednesday during term-time.

The news items are published in the EGfL news section and the newsletters are collated in the Gatekeeping issues section.

1. Early years
2. High schools
3. Primary schools
4. Special schools
5. LA officers

Stay informed and subscribe

You can subscribe to any of the mailing lists.

This is our privacy policy.

These are the links to the forms:

Early years subscription form for Gatekeeping weekly newsletter

High schools subscription form for Gatekeeping weekly newsletter

Primary schools subscription form for Gatekeeping weekly newsletter

Special schools subscription form for Gatekeeping weekly newsletter

SEN in the classroom

To receive the SEN bulletin, just select the SEN bulletin box from the relevant subscription form above.

Submitting items

You can submit your items by following the Gatekeeping news editor guide below.

Read and adhere to the liability and responsibilities of the gatekeeping author before submitting items.

Refer to the house style guidelines summary and clear English guide to ensure your item complies with Ealing house style and can be understood by the
reader the first time it is read.

Items will be published only once in gatekeeping (no repeats) and those items with a deadline date will automatically be included under forthcoming deadlines
in the newsletter.

See gatekeeping timelines calendar for deadline and distribution dates (term-time only).

CPD news items

From September 2021 CPD items will no longer be included within the Gatekeeping newsletter. Colleagues are asked to encourage their delegates to
register to receive CPD alerts via My CPD online.
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Ealing Council writing style guide July 2023.pdf (pdf)

Housestyle guidelines summary.pdf (pdf)

Clear English guide.pdf (pdf)

Gatekeeping news editor guide.pdf (pdf)
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